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Abstract

This study investigates the relationships between student en-
trainment to a tutoring dialogue system and learning. By finding
the features of prosodic entrainment which correlate with learn-
ing, we hope to inform educational dialogue systems aiming to
leverage entrainment. We propose a novel method to measure
prosodic entrainment and find specific features which correlate
with user learning. We also find differences in user entrainment
with respect to tutor voice and user gender.

Motivation and Goals

I Entrainment occurs when speakers unconsciously mimic one
another’s voices, diction, and other behaviors [2]

I In tutoring dialogues, entrainment has been found to correlate
with learning gain [7] and reflect users’ emotional states [4]

I Spoken dialogue systems might be able to encourage learning
by entraining or encouraging entrainment

I To what features of a student’s voice should a system
accommodate if using this strategy?

I We examine 29 students’ dialogue with the ITSPOKE [1]
tutoring dialogue system; the tutor voice was either a
pre-recorded or synthesized voice for each student

I We considered the mean, min, max, and standard deviation of
the speech signal amplitude (RMS) and pitch (F0) of every
utterance

I We find features of students’ voices correlated with learning
and demonstrate a new metric for measuring entrainment

Hypotheses

We hypothesized we would find that entrainment
1. positively correlated with learning gain. Past literature

suggests correlations with both learning [4, 7] and task
success [3].

2. was higher for students interacting with the pre-recorded tutor
voice. This would inform a system that elicits entrainment or
accommodates.

3. was higher for males. Psychological research suggests that
males entrain more than females when they are in a
subservient role of conversation [5]. A system utilizing
entrainment may need to consider student gender.

Entrainment Metrics

Avg
Proposed and used by [3], this metric defines entrainment be-
tween the student s and tutor t on speaker-normalized feature f ,
where speakerf is the speaker’s mean for f over the dialogue, as

ent(s, t) = − |sf − tf |
Reg
Each tutor-student exchange was plotted as a point. The similar-
ity r2 of the linear regression between tutor and student feature
values was calculated for the 3rd through final exchange of the
dialogue. The entrainment score was calculated as the correla-
tion coefficient r of the regression between these similarity scores
and the number of exchanges that took place to form them, as
demonstrated in the figure below for the RMS Max feature.

Figure: Visualizing the Reg entrainment metric

Results

We found all significant correlations between our calculated en-
trainment scores and normalized learning gain, NLG = post−pre

1−pre .
As in [7], we examined students in high- and low-pretest groups
as well, splitting by the median score.

Table: Hypothesis 1. ∗ denotes significance (p < 0.05), while + denotes a trend (p < 0.1).

Group Metric Direction Entrainment
all Avg ↗ F0 Min+, F0 Max+, F0 Stddev+

low Reg ↗ RMS Min∗

high Avg ↗ F0 Mean∗, F0 Stddev∗

high Reg ↗ F0 Max∗

We used Welch’s two-tailed t-tests to determine if there were sig-
nificant differences between users’ mean entrainment in the pre-
recorded (15 students) and synthesized (14 students) voice con-
ditions or between male (12 students) and female (17 students)
mean entrainment.
Table: Hypotheses 2 and 3. ∗ denotes significance (p < 0.05), while + denotes a trend
(p < 0.1).

Metric Direction Entrainment
Avg pre>syn F0 Stddev+

Reg pre>syn F0 Mean+, F0 Min+

Avg male>female RMS Max∗, RMS Min∗

Discussion and Future Work

Returning to our hypotheses, our results suggest the following.
1. support. Learning gain positively correlated with entrainment

for several pitch features when considering all students,
significantly so for high-pretesters alone, and for the loudness
min feature significantly so for low-pretesters alone.

2. partial support. The means of several pitch entrainments in the
pre-recorded condition were found higher than those in the
synthesized condition.

3. support. Male mean entrainment was significantly higher than
female mean entrainment on loudness min and max features.

When comparing our proposed Reg metric to the existing Avg
metric, we note that:
I Reg does not require normalization and can be deployed in a

live system
I Reg, which captures similarity over time, and Avg, which

measures average dialogue similarity, detect complementary
sets of entrained features

The next steps in this work will be to:
I Analyze differences between our new entrainment metric and

other established metrics
I Explore lexical entrainment
I Investigate finer-grained entrainment calculations
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